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For Art Basel Statements 2021, Jonathan Lyndon Chase pays homage to the American mall in an immersive in-
stallation that evokes the nostalgia, imagination, and romance of a paramount space and time in the artist’s life. 
  
As our primary modes of interaction move from physical to digital landscapes, Chase remembers malls as safe 
havens while growing up queer and black. A child in the 1990s, Chase found both a sense of security and creative 
inspiration from these spaces. These formative years were filled with ups and downs, emotions, dreams, terrors 
and the pursuit of freedom. In these environments, often lined with carpeted and linoleum flooring and speckled 
with flashing neon and display cases, Chase was able to perform as multiple personas to better understand their 
true identity. The mall set the stage to delve into fantasy, play video games at the arcade, try on clothes and so-
cialize. A significant experience at an age when transformation within one’s life is so integral, Chase could transi-
tion from body to body, and jump from one identity to another. 
  
These sentiments are echoed through architectural markers and recurring motifs in Chase’s paintings, sculptures, 
drawings and video on view. In glowing escalator, figures hang in various forms of articulation, intertwined with 
shopping bags, shoes and logos to blend emotional and physical, internal and external states of being. A soft 
sculpture adorned in baggy pants and plaid boxers hawks DVDs while another gabs on a pay-phone. Other draw-
ings and paintings ground the booth with impressions of railings, staircases, elevators and escalators - symbols to 
represent both the physical and emotional elevation of bodies. In Food Court date, figures gather at the water 
fountain, an iconic hallmark of the mall as a meeting place and builder of community. Chase’s video, Theater 
cruise, depicts a chattering audience at the movie theater and a mall bench, designed by Chase, invites the view-
er to sit down and watch. Rendered through layers of bright, visceral colors and vibrating patterns, these elements 
come together to create a world within a world – a space familiar to many of us but altered through Chase’s vision 
to manifest a new cultural fabric. 
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